
BAC2 2022 SERIES CD PROPOSITION  

DE CORRIGE- TYPE D’ANGLAIS 
 

Section One: Reading Comprehension 

Text: Areas of progress 

A/ Answers (1 Pt x 5) 5 pts 

1/ This article was written by Kofi Annan./ Kofi A./ Annn. 

He was a former Secretary General of the United Nations. He 

was a Ghanaian/ He won the Nobel Peace Prize in 2001. (Any 

relevant information about him)/ an African/ Ghanaian 

diplomat/ an Economist. 

2/ Over the past 30 years, spectacular progress has been made 

in these three areas: life expectancy, adult illiteracy and infant 

mortality. /The three areas in which spectacular progress has 

been made over the past 30 years are: life expectancy (has 

been increased by ten years), adult illiteracy (has been 

reduced by half) and infant mortality (has fallen by 40 %). 

3/ False 

4/ The good news from the international Conference on 

Financing for Development in March 2002 is that the United 

States pledged to increase aid spending level by 50%, and 

European Union promised an additional 7 billion a year./ The 

good news for developing countries is that the United Nations 

and European Union pledged or promised more aid for 

developing countries./ The good news: concrete steps have 

been taken to implement a new partnership between the 

countries of North and South/ dismantling trade barriers, 

boosting technology transfer, promoting investment. 

5/ Student’s opinion. Example: to solve the problem of 

poverty in Africa, African leaders must invest mainly in 

agricultural education in order to modernize and increase 

productivity. 
 

B/ Vocabulary (0.25pt x 16) 4 pts 

1/ Synonyms  a/ enormous  b/ disguise (s)   

c/ sitting back (and waiting)/ waiting  d/ dismantling  

2/ Opposites: a/ decreased/ diminished/ reduced/ plunged/ 

plummeted/ lowered/ fallen/ lessened/ declined/ shrunk/ cut/ 

dropped/  slashed     

b/ literacy/ education/ schooling/ scholarship/ alphabetism/ 

training/ learning 

c/ national/ local/ home/ domestic/ regional/ zonal/ native  

d/ inhuman(e)/ unhuman(e)/ wild/ nonhuman(e)/ savage/ 

animal/ bestial/ barbaric 

3/ Adverbs: a/ economically     b/ poorly/impoverishedly       c/ 

internationally      d/ organically/ organicisticly   

4/ Verbs: a/ to africanize(se)     b/ to politicize(se) / to 

politize(se)    c/ to officialize(se)/ to officiate      d/ to beautify/ 

beauty 

   
 Section two: Linguistic Competence (0.25 x 16) 4 pts 

A/ Rephrasing  

1b/ What is the height of your English teacher?/ What is 

your English teacher’s height? 

2b/ Learning a new language is said to be easy. 

3b/ Although we are brave, our neighbours don’t respect 

us. 

4b/ Daddy told me not to misread the instruction. 

B/ Correct form of verbs 

1/ are writing       2/ is/are looking/ will look/ 

is/ are going to  

3/ taught/ did teach  4/ eats/ ate 

C/ Correct words 

1/ after  2/ with (bonus)  

3/ out   4/ forward to 

D/ Rewriting sentences  

1/ Not only is BacII a serious exam, but (it is) 

also the best organized. 

2/ Because of a downpour(ing), the match was 

postponed/ Because of the fact that there was 

a downpour, the match was postponed. 

3/ Never does it snow in West Africa.  

4/ Hardly had the plane landed when the 

wanted person ran off./ Hardly did the plane 

land when the wanted person ran off.  
 

Section three: Writing (4 pts) 

Informal letter 

    BP 1515, 

    Lomé, 

    TOGO. 

    24th June, 2022.  

Dear Marshall, 

  

- (Introduction): Present apologies for the 

quarrel, (say why it happened and express 

regret for it). 

- (Body): Express your regret at the break of 

your relationship and the negative impact the 

breach had on you  

- Expression of desire to reconcile and how the 

reconciliation will be beneficial for both parts. 

- (Conclusion): Give sincere promises to try 

one’s best to be once again a very good friend. 

      

   Yours,/ Yours sincerely, 

      

   Amah 

Lo: 1pt Ct: 2pts Lg: 1pt 
 

Section Four: Translation (3 pts) 

Trop d’experts 

Malgré le fait qu’il y ait/ qu’il y a beaucoup plus 

d’emplois aujourd’hui qu’il y a (de cela) vingt 

ans: Les opérateurs informatiques (opérateurs 

d’ordinateurs, informaticiens), les pilotes de 

ligne, les ingénieurs de télévision, même les 

astronautes, le chômage demeure/reste un 

problème grave.                                                                                           

Msg= 2pts         lg= 1pt 
 

 


